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However, in this time of intense competition for available funds, it
is fortunate that we have learned enough from the Apollo experience to
permit us to design a system that will vastly reduce costs and thus increase
the amount of space fl.ight benefits for each dollar.
In developing post-Apollo plans, NASA sought advice from scientists
across a ''1ide spectrum of dispiplines and from economists, industrialists
and specialists in various areas on the potential of space applications.
Notable sources of scientific advice were the President's Science Advisory
Committee, the Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences
and NASA bodies such as the Astronomy Missions Board,the Lunar and
Planetary Missions Board and the Science and Technology Advisory Committee
for l'-1anned Space Flight.

Advice on the applications program emerged from

the b·m-year study conducted in 1967 and 1968 by the Division of Engineer
ing of the National Research Council and published by the National Academy
of Sciences early in 1969.
A comprehensive review of these views and reconnnendations by the
NASA Planning Steering Group resulted in the clear identification of the
desirable scientific and technological goals that would be achieved in
the decade of the 1970s.
A number of alternative programs were developed to implement these
selected objectives, but l'lithin the levels of funding that might be
realistically expected over ~e next decade, it ''las possible to carry
- ,..

-

----

out only a small fraction of the programs and projects proposed by
~lese

advisory groups.

At the same time, a series of studies carried out in the past
two years had· shO\m the feasibility and. desirability of materially
reducing the cost of space flight by at least one order of magnitude
for launch and return from earth orbit and by perhaps three orders of
magnitude for instruments and payloads.
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With these-scientific, technological and applications requirements
in rnind,ond the concept of a space transportation system in hand, the
NASA Science and Technology Advisory Committee for Manned Space Flight
(STAC) urged us to develop a program that would meet all objectives
identified for the next decade at a cost consistent with our past space
investment.
To accomplish this ,ye developed a net'l integrated space program
for the period 1970 to 1990. That future program is based on nvo key
concepts - reusability and commonality. Further it is a program that
eliminates the distinction betl'leen manned, wlrnanned and automated pro
. granlS.

They in effect becol1'e a single program aimed at .earth orbital

application, lunar exploitation, and planetalY exploration.
In the first half of the 1970' s we \·,rill capitalize on established
Apollo capability, develop applications to human needs, pursue scientific
objectives, conduct the initial exploration of the moon and proceed
with automated exploration of the solar system.
In the last half of that decade, this program will bring into
operation a fully reusable transportation system between the earth and

.

the 1OO0n, together \vlth the beginnings ·of a space base in 10\'1 earth
orbit, and smaller space stations in geosynchronous and polar lunar
orbit. Such capabilities would provide us with the options of moving·
toward a lunar surface base and manned exploration of Mars in the 19805.
With cost reductions of the degree that appear possible, we can
consider using the- earth-orbital station for processing materials in
space as well as for carrying out research work using equipment and
techniques now emplO'/ed in ground-based -laboratories.
include

hi~l-energy

Such work might

particle physics, the development of earth-resources

instruments and biological investigations.
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I would expect that by the end of the 1970s we would find many
uses for operations in synchronous orbit, for observing both the earth
and the stars, for direct television and radio broadcasting to the homes
of people all over the ,,,orld, and as a viewing platform for air traffic
control, navigation and-a permanent weather

watch~

To me the choice is clear. We must take this next step to maintain
the momentum of our progress in space.
by which ''''e can take that step.

This article describes a plan

'.
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INTROrucrION
In the planning of the post-Apollo space program, it has become
evident that a new strategy for carrying out future space activities is
necessaxy if the Nation is to be able to fully utilize this great new
territory at a

reason~ble

cost.

A major step in the development of this strategy was taken in the
winter of 1968-69.

In December 1968. the NASA Science and Technology

Advisory Committee for M:mned Spa.ce Flight (STAC) met at LaJo11a, Cali
f011lia t to study the application'of
technological objectives

oftjl~

SP(lC:P'

flight to scientific and

1975-85 decade.

The committee considered

goals, objectives and values of the national space effort. and attempted
to define the most important uses of space flight without regard to the
question of implementation.

Then the committee examined the particular

requirements or conditions that wordd 1,:3.11 for the use of rranned space
flight.

The proceedings of the study were published in tliO volumes in

April and October 1969.*
In these same months, the basic planning efforts were carried out
witllin NASA.

The plans defined scientific, technological and a.pplica

tions objectives for the next decade.

They were coordinated with the

Department of Defense and other Departments and Agencies concerned with
space activities.

The results \'lere organized in a fashion that would

support the work of the Space Task Group in preparing its report requested
by President Richard ~I. Nixon.

I

!

* N.ASA Science

and Technology AdvisOIY Cmnmi ttee for :Manned Space
Fl.ight, Proceedings of the Winter Study on Uses of M.anned Space
Flight, 1975-1.9.8.!i, NASA SP-196, 1969.

'.
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The Space Task Gro..1p, headed by Vice President Spiro T. Af!Jle\i,

on Septenber

15, 1969, subrrdtted its report to the President entitled

The Post-Apollo Space

Pr~~am:

Directions for the Future.

In support

of its report, the group also submitted the N.'\SA report, America's Next
Decades in Space.*
111e Vice President stated in transmitting the report to the
President that it identified and described several possible levels of
effort for the nation's space program.

til t is the unanimous opinion

of the principals and observers of the Task Group," he declared, "that
the three options presented in the report provide properly balanced
space programs, and that the
lOOeting budgetary

~lj~"g:/;Gl>"tj~oice

provides flexibi Ii ty in

constrain~s.'~:'

1be purpose of the present article is to examine the strategy,
content and logical sequencing of this integrated program, which is
based upon accomplishing all the scientific, technological and applica
tions objectives that have been defineif.

To illustrate the sequencing,

dates will be used representing a program conducted at the rate per
mitted by technology.

It should be kept in mind that in reality either

budgetary constraints or unexpected technical difficulties might prevent
achievement of

suCt~

schedules.

This brief revielV' of the program is comprised of six sections,
as follOlvs:

*
**

1.

Basic Strategy

II.

Activities in 'Earth Orbit

Space Task Group, Report'to the President, The ~ost-Apollo SEace
!:!2J~Tar.!t,LJ2iE~~i~~~~ Fl!!.~~' Septen£er1.9b9. NASA,
Ame!~~~l!~.spdes in .?E~.~.L}~port for the ..S race.. !,ask G!.9UP,
Septerrber, 1969.
Spiro T. Agnew, letter to the President, September 15, 1969.

'.
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I I I. Activities On and Around the :Moon
IV.

Exploration of the Solar System

V.

Capability Developed

VI.

Program Sequence and Cost
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I.

BASI C ' STRATEGY

As a first step to'.. . ard establishing a basic space program strategy t

if is useful to reviCi1 the principal values of space activity a.s demon.stratcd
by the e:xverienceof the pas t dozen years.
111e' ftmdamcntal appeal of the space program is to the hU'T'an desire
to explore and discover the tmknO'i·m.

111e escape of man from the surface

'of the earth and his c).lJloration of u;e solar s),steTI'. represent one of the
most exciting frontiers of huncll1 discovery.
significant and syrrlJolic.
universal.

Space eA1)loration is both

Its impact on huri'..:1.l1 thouzht is great and almost

Consequently it must ·he conducted so as to provice the significant

contributions to national life that represent its Host importcmt potential
benefits.

The expected natioI1'::ll contributions

of the space program lie

in five major areas J each of ,,:hich is discussed briefly below:
,!>r,B;c,tical Benefits._

Systems developed in such fields as meteorology,

comnunications, navigation, traffic control, and earth resources surveys
will have massive impact on the solution of major socia-economic pro
blems.
Adva!lcement ;:>f Sci~~,ce.

The space program complements earth-based.

science by providing the capability for observations in space and by
prOViding unique conditions for conducting experiments. As such, it
provides the potential for significant advances in scientific under
standing through exploration of the unknrn~ and through discovery of
new information about the nature of life, matter, the sOlar'system and
the universe.
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Econo!ilic Prorcress.

T'ne connination of tJlC national tedmology and

l1'anagerial expertise is widely identified as the key element in the

stren~th

of our domestic economy and our, position in international connnerce.

TIle

challenges of our space activity will continue to lead to innovations in
tecimology and in management approadlCs.

The attack on the complex tedl

nical problens of space activi ty develops Ollr science and engineering
talent as the ul tiJ::ate source of continuing economic expansion.
Posture.

,riarked success in space activities is a

lli~ly

visible

indicator of technolor,ical strength, of international significance.
Internally, the exploration of., P1::~,C'''2'' '-Lt} "i::;:'s potential for new discovery
serves to generate feelings
Nati!:m.al.~su.!i!L.

t'A'''::~C ,

opti!pism and uni ty.

Although NASA space capabilities are expected

to continue to have direct application to national security needs, the
principal contribution lies in the advance of space tecimology as a
basis for meeting

requiren~nts

that have not yet been defined.

These five values can be employed as primary indices against which
the space program strategy can be measured.

In the late 1950s and early

1960s, the principal consideration was to redress the international
imbalance resulting from Soviet demonstrations of capability.

Accord

ingly, the United States assigned top priority to a rapid advance of
capability..

The Apollo lunar landing goal served as a focus for these

efforts.
Today the space capability achieved in the Apollo program has sub
stantially rectified the international imbalance that had existed in
I

the late 1950s and early 1960s.

N~v

it is practicable to place greater

emphasis on other values of space activity -- economic progress,
practical benefits and science.

,.'

.

·
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Development of a program with a proper balance among these diverse
elements is a challenging

rr~agernent

task under any circumstances.

The necessity to plan on continued budget restrictions imposes addi
tional constraints. A fundamental element of the required strategy,
therefore, is to plan for activities that maximize program output at
minimum cost over the decade--delivering more' space 'flight results per
dollar cost. The strategy begins therefore with a primary emphasis on
cost effectiveness.

It includes these other elements:

-- Rapid pl'ogress in the development of capability to expand
the exploration of the solar system and the study of the universe beyond.
-- Provision for bro.."\der and more effective national and inter
national participation in the space program, bOtll in flight activities
and on the, ground.
-- Increased emphasis on rapid e\"olution of benefits in practical
applications. science, technology and the utilization of technology.
-- A steady rate of progress in operational and technological
capability Ulat forms a reserve of national strengtll in the event of future
national security needs or a new intensification of Soviet competition.
There appear to be three principal areas in which major progress
can be made in increasing the rate of space flight program output per
dollar. First and most important is the general introduction of re
usability, both in space vehicles and space equipment. Another is the
development of connnonality--through introduction of a minimum number
of new space vehicles that will satisfy a maximum proportion of the

space transportation needs of the 1970s. The third area is integrated
program~ng

of manned and automated fliWlt operations for maximum
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nutual support and using each where they \·/ill contribute the most to
overall program output.
Reusable vehicles can be introduced in the 19705 in all three
major segments of the space beO<leen the earth and the moon--between
earth and earth orbit, between earth orbit and lunar orbit. and between
lunar orbit ,and the lunar surface.

The first such

designed to be used for 100 or m:>re flights
to orbit and back.

~,ehicle

proposed is

from the earth t s surface

With it, the cost of flying into orbit and return

ing to earth can be reduced from the present $1,000 per pound for the
one-liar upward flight to beoveen $20 and $50 per pound for the round ,trip.
The space station is also a reusable \'ehic1e. designed to have a useful
life of at least ten years.

A space station should be designed with

the same attention to its long-term future that is given to a major new
municipal airport, a rapid transit system, or a university laboratory.
To minimize costs by minimiz.ing the number of new flight vehicle
developments, the program strategy calls for the continued use of present
equipment until the reUsable vehicles are available later in the decade.
The new vehicles should be des.igned for nulti-mission use and with.
, growth potential.

In the des,ign tradeoffs. weig.ltt savings should be

sacrificed to achieve' cost reduction \,mere possible.

The vehicles

should be des,igned for simplified checkout and launch procedures,
assigning such responsibilities wherever possible to the fl.ight crew
as is done in aviation.

Provisions should be made for repairs in flight

and for return of equipment to earth if necessary for maintenance and
repairs.
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·It is important to recognize that the capability for autonomous
flight operations \...i11 not be a wholly nel-! development.

The present

Apollo space vehlcle--command module, lunar module and third stage of
the Saturn V launch vehicle--can be operated independently.

Primary

responsibility for guidance and navigation is with the ground system,
but the flight crew has the capability to per;form

t~ese

independently if necessary \'lith flight equipment.

functions

During an Apollo

mission, the creiv perfonns many vital tasks associated \vith checkout
and monitoring of system effectiveness.

The operational challenge of

the 19705 will be to prof,rress from the present Apollo modes tOlvard the
ideal of fully independent operations.
Another opportunity for econOl'ny is in the time lag beuveen com
pletion of the contractors' principal tasks of designing, manufacturing
and testing space vehicles and the actual flights.

Under present cir

ti

cumstances, a large nurnber of contractor personnel must be kept on
standby alert during this entire period. With reusable vehicles, shake
dmm flight tests \viIl be possible and the principal tasks of the
contractors can be completed \'1hen the vehicles have been delivered and
they are accepted as qualified for operational use.
A major area of savings comes from the use of a single transpor
tation system for almost all spa.ce fl.ight activities.
vehicles, flying periodically,

en~loy

their

Heavy-duty

va~t ~~rrying

capacity to

deliver passengers, J1l.aintenance crews. equiprrent t automated spacecraft
and food, oxygen, fuel and other consumable supplies to the pennanent
orbital stations.
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With such an integrated transportation system, repairs and

maintena~ce

of space equipment could be perfonned either in flight or on eal1:h,
depending on the individual circumstances.

In some cases. it would

be appropriate to send a specialist to perfOTnl the function at the site
of operation in space.
to earth.

In other cases, the equipment would be returned

In still other cases, both the specialist and the equipment

would be brought to a space station.

-

Eventually. it may also prove

economical to transfer many mission control and management functions to
a station in orbit.
A final potentia:\. area of cost reduction is in the introduction
of ordinary laboratory

equipJI;?nt:;fu.'f.:::;U~f:.
,.'

.

"

,"

in space flight.

At present,

instrumentation designed for long life and zero maintenance in sp<?ce
costs about $100,000 per pound.

The finest iaboratory

use on earth costs no more than about $100 per pOlmd.

eq~ipment

for

With provisions

for maintenance and repair it should be possible to use ground type
equipll'ent to achieve cost reductions approaching three orders of mag
nitude.
It is clear. therefore, that the opportlll1ities for substantial
economies in the 1970' s are most promising.

With assignment of high

priority to these efforts. major increases can be made in the rate of
program output per dollar.
The first two figures, "Integrated Progl'am 1970-90" (MRP69 -6178,
6179) illustrate

an overall sequence of major events throughout the

decade. beginning \dth Apollo at the left and proceeding through the
development of earth-orbital, lunar and planetary activities as well
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as the development of the new space traJlsportation system.
Both the earth orbital and ltmar activities proceed in the
early 1970s through augmentation of already-developed vehicles and
systems (MR69-6334).

In the middle of the decade the initial new

.

.

developments are brought into use and play increasingly broader
roles in the total program (MRP69-6295, :MR69-635l).

For example, the

space station in earth orbit is later developed in lunar orbit to
serve as a nobile base.
for a manned planetary

The station also serves as the proving grOlmd
IlLV'....... .1... ·

in the 1980s.

Similarly, the

nuclear shuttle and space tug are major elements of a reusable transpor
tation sys tem serving both the earth orbit 'and lunar legs of the. program.
(~fR69-6349, ~m69-632l).

This decade of activities develops a basic

capability that will make it possible to carry out automated planetary
exploration of a far greater scope than with present systems, and
would hold open the option to proceed into manned planetary exploration
in the 19805.
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II.

ACTIVITIES IN

Efu~TH

ORBIT

Because the region of space near earth is relatively accessible,
activities are concentrated there to the IT'Rximum feasible degree.

The

activities are grouped in three general areas.
The first area comprises those aimed at doing useful things,
perfonning scientific investigations and developing space flight
tec1mology.

The second is the use of earth orbit as a

proving ground for the development and operation of vehicles arId
operational modes, the investigation of the relationships betHeen man
and machinery in the space environment, and the establisluFent of
procedures that assure the be:;t pcrfonnance of both.
The third area is the use of stations in earth orbit for control and
l<?gistical support of space operations and as transfer points for
flights to the moon and into the solar system.
The primary goals in space applications are to apply aerospace
tec1mology to survey the earth and its environment and to serve national
and international cOJlUTIlmications and transportation needs.
111e principal objective of

. earth surveys from space is to

provide comprehensive information, not available from the earth's
surface, in support of the responsible management of the earth's
resources and the human environment, and the establishment of a basis
for long range ";eather forecasting and possibly climate control.

This
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is done through the observation of the land, the oceans, the atmosphere
and the interrelationships among them, the dofiniHan of the earth IS
gravitational field, geometry, surface characteristics and dynamic body
properties, and the advmlcement of understanding of the physics and
chemistry of the atmosphere and their relationship to the StUll s activity.
The cor.mtUlications ob jectives are to

e~loy

"

satelli tes and space

tedulOlogy to provide linkages among terminals on earth, in the air and
in space--mld to facilitate the use of these linkages for communications

needs and for traffic control and navigation at sea, in the air J and in
space.
Space science goals are in astronomy, physics and the life sciences.
The astronomy goals are to investigate the

StID

both in its quiet state

and at tin'es of high acti vity, to study the important processes occurring
on the planets and other cool merrbers of the solar system for tmderstanding
of the origin and evolution of our own planet, to determine the character
istics of matter and fields in the regions between, the stars and galaxies,
to lUlderstand the nature of stars, galaxies, quasars and pulsars, and to
discover phenomena not yet observed or not predictable with present
knmdedge.
The goals in physics are to understand the physical interactions and
dynamic processes that control the space environment of the earth and to
exploit the tmique characteristics of space to conduct e>"'l'eriments not
feasible on earth.

For example, extremely high energy cosmic rays
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available only above the atmosphere can be used for high energy particle
e)..-periJr.ents before earth-built accelerators can reach such energies and
the phenomena of liquids, gases and solids in zero gravity need to be
studied.

111e tmderstanding of the space environment Hill provide evidence

on the nature and evolution of the solar system and the universe, supply
indications of the hazards to men and machines. and assist in interpreting
findings in other disciplines, such as astronomy.
Life science goals are to tmderstand the ability of man to live and
ftmction effectively arId efficiently in space flight, to detennine the
optimum uses of his cap~bilities, to detect, study and assess extra
terrestrial life, to understand the relationships of life processes to
gravitational force and the rhythms associated with the rotation al1d
revolution of the earth mId the moon, and to detenl1ine any potential
applications of sllch knowledge for the benefit of

T:".aJl

on earth.

Technological goals are the improvement of space flight vehicles and
systems and the dctennination of hOH particular aspects of the space
enviroHn;cnt--such as zero gravity and high vacuum--can be employed for
the creation of new pnxlucts, nm'; processes and

nCi'l

ways of doing things

of value on earth.
For ITI?..xil'lum output in all of these categories of needs in earth
orbit. at minimum cost, the :initial phase of this integrated program for
the 1970 I S includes the introduction of th'O ne\'i space vehicles.

One is a

reusable shuttle (MRP~6296) that will carry passengers and cargo from

,
While there appears to ~e no operational medical problem in

tv
adapting to the weightless state or the

1/6 gravity of the moon, '
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earth to earth orbit and back to earth.

The other is a space station CrvfRP69-(299)

that will be assembled by deploying individual units and joining them
together over a period of years.

As \oJill be discussed in the next section,

this same type of space station \.".ill be capable of being established in
orbit about the moon.
The plan calls for both the space shuttle and the space station to
begin flights in the l'uddle 1970' s.
and manned space flight

pro~rams

The gradual merger of the automated

will begin at this time.

Economies \'lill

be achieved through the use of the shuttle to carry manned spacecraft,
automated equipment and consumable supplies into orbit.

Men will be

available at the space station to deploy automated satellites, maintain
and repair equipment and retUTIl it to earth if necessary.
Until the space shuttle and the space station are available, it is plrulJ1ed to
continue the use of existing vehicles.

TIle smaller lawlCh vehicles will

be employed to place automated spacecraft in orbit.

The Saturn IE and

Saturn V launch vehicles Hill he employed for IT'.anned flir,hts.
Beginning in 1972, the flights of the Apolio Applications Dry Workshop
and the Solar Astronomy module (MR69-6327) will provide infoTI11ation essential
to the design of the space station, to understanding the ability of man to
live and \.;ark in space for long periods, and to the design and operation of
an astronomical observatory in space.
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111e space station will introduce anew, more mature and routine rode
of space operations than past programs.

Men will live and \vork in space

in an effective way for truly extended periods of time.

New long-life and

maintainable systems, experiments, and equipment and aut0I?-0mous operating
concepts will significantly reduce and cost of operations.
The space station will be applied to a broad spectrum of space uses, Md
new uses will be founu as experts in many fields become familiar \vi th the
possibilities and are able to visit and work in the space st.ation.
hhen the space shuttle becomes operational p cost rec1uctions can be
achieved by phasing out several smaller laLmch vehicles.

Its carrying

capacity can encompass those of all but one of the present U.S. launch
vehicles.

It will probably be necessary to continuo for some time

thereafter the use of the Saturn V, which can place in earth orbit a payload
about five times as large as the space shuttle.
Continued grO'l<lth is e:A-pected in the need to carry out space activi ties
at

~m

altitude of 23,000 miles, an altitude at lvhich objects revolve every,

24 hours and thus appear to be stationary over a point on earth.
of earth orbit programs is illustrated in Figure (3.2).

The sequence
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By the end of the decade, this program \'lould provide as shO\';'Jl in

Figure (3.1) for the merger of manned and automated flight activities in
earth orbit and the transformation of that area into an arena of activities
at costs comparable to Ulose of atmospheric flight to relatively inaccessible
areas of the earili's surface.

A. Space Station
1he experience and technology stemming from the Apollo Applications
Dry Wodcshop \'lill provide a-' firm fou.ndation for the design of the space
stati(."ID~

the next major advance in":,.',"'.r-nmeitspacecraft design.

The principal

disti!lguishing feature of the space station is its very long life.
present

p~an

1he

contemplates the design of tile' subsystems for maintainable

operational durations of at least ten years.

When the initial investrrent is

amortized over so long a period. it is,evident that major reductions in
operating costs will rcsul t.
The initial use of the space station ,·-lill be to continue and to expand
t.he acquisition of kncr.de.dge in the physical sciences, technology and engin
eering, the life sciences, and tile ability of man to live and work in its
environment for increasing periods of time.

N'tany diverse types of specialized

laboratories and shops for the space station can be developed by installing
different kinds of equipment in an all-purpose
)'~

structural module of standard

The planning calls for: gradual increase of the size of

the space station by joining similar modules over a period of years.
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A second early use of the station will be to experiment with new modes
for support and control of both manned and autoI11c'1ted space activities.
the

In

category will be servicing and repair of equipment. adjustment and

calibration of instnnnents, launching of automated spacecraft. refueling of
propulsion systems, screening of photographs, tapes and other data for return
to earth, and operation of commwlications and missloncontrol systems ata
site closer to the actual flight operations.
A large measure of autonomy in operations is achieved through flexible
on-board data management and checkout systems, supplemented by tlvo-,,,,ay televi'sion,
broad-band data transmission, as 've11 as voice,comnnmicatiolls ''''ith the ground
so as to make most effective use of the tine in space.
nle space station module will have multiple

t5eS (~ffiP69-6294).

In

addition to its use in 1mV' earth orbit, it can also be employed in geosynchronous
or lunar orbit.

The module can form a mission module of a spacecraft on a

pianetary flight, or an element to be assembled into an orbital base.

It can

also serve as the living quarters of a vehicle to be landed on the moon or
Ivlars to begin the buildup of a permanent base.

Design of the space station

module to be compatible with all of these purposes will contribute substantially
to the increase in the returns from the investment in space equipment over
these two decades.
B•.

SpaceShutt!.~

Operadon of a space station on a cost-effective basis depends
on the availability of 1rnY'-cost transportation between earth and earth
orbit.

Tnis is due to the fact that the largest single element in the.
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cost of operation is-that of transporting passengers, maintenance crews,
equipment, automated spacecraft and consumable supplies such as food,
oxygen and fuel between eartil and earth orbit.
In this plan, such transportation \",ould be provided by the space
shuttle, a fully reusable vehicle capable of carrying up to 50,000 pOWlds of
payload (passengers, cargo or a mixture of the two) on both legs of the
round trip. from earth to orbit and back to earth.
The space shuttle will be a fully reusable t\vo-stage vehicle that takes
off from and lands on land.

It will employ a space installation such as

Cape Kennedy \vlt.i.le in development, but other large land facilities and
specially modified airports might be employed after it goes into operation.
The

desi~l

objective for this vehicle is to reduce payload costs to

$50 per pound, for the round trip.

This would be more than an , order of .

magnitude less than tile present cost of the upivard leg, employing the
largest current launch vehicles. Hm.;ever. there is no apparent technological
barrier to further cost reduction. When the vehicle achieves long lifetimes,
the amount of traffic becomes the limiting factor.

With steadily increasing

usage, the payload costs might fall to $20 per pound and less, depending.
on the eventual cost of the propellants.
As the space

stationbui~ds

up ruld experience is gained in earth

orbital operations, a principal part of the traffic carried by the
space shuttle may well be propellants. One can visualize the establishment
of very large supply depots in the space base with facilities for refueling
space vehicles with liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellants.

"

As the costs decline, the economic tradeoffs will continually shift to\vard
the increased use of'men in the space station.

I expect that it will be in

creasingly populated by scientists, engineers, technicians and other specialists
who remain there for varying periods of time.

In addition, one should

anticipate the need to aCCOIDrrDdate journalists, television crews, and other
travellers •.
In some areas, however, it is clearly desirable to
approach for operational systems.

ffi3n

the automated

One such example is space applications.

In these areas, the automated approach will be
of servicing by

r~tain

con~lemented

by the possibility

from the space station, or of returning to earth for servic1ng.

HO\-leVer, in tbe future» Tl'.an can be expected to play a greater role in the
,

development of new applications systems, partic..'Ularly ne,.,.. sensors.
The flight profile of the space shuttle (MRP69-6298) would be as follows:
The n-:o·stage vehiclc\V'ould take off and fly until depletion of its propellants.
Follm>'ing separation, the first stage \v-ould fly back and land at the launch
site.

The second stage would continue into orbit and dock \.,..ith the space

station or fly to any other assigned destination.

Remaining in its tanks

would be sufficient propellants for the de-orbiting on the return flight.
On the groWld, the turn-around time would be two weeks or less.

Under present thinking, the space shuttle 'vill weigh up to 3.5 million
pounds at launch.
pounds each.

Its hydrogen-oxygen engines will generate thrust of 400,000

The payload compartment will be 60 feet long and 15 feet in

diameter.

c.

Space Tug

A second new space vehicle in this plan is the space tug, a versatile
reusable system capable of providing a relatively high delta velocity either
in earth orbit or in the vicinity of the moon.

It \v'ill be designed for use
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only in the space environment (.MR69 6352).
w

Initial thinking calls for a propulsion module weighing about 50,000
pounds lvhen its liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks are full.

The module

would be about 22. feet in diameter and 25 feet in length:

Another

fea~~re Of~~h~~pace~~~~~s ~~;rtt~cltable module-that \lIillprovideliving quarters
for

\ 6319)
three to six men (lvIR69, •

For some applications .,' this crew modu~e might

. . . .\.or arms t
' ct ," 1'n n"sembl)' and ~repair
onerations
•
employexternalman1pula
0 aSS1~
~~_:t:
__,.,._
".o..;:>

___

With the use of such equipment, these activities could be carried out without
extravehicular a,;.tivi ty.
The space tue 'llill norw.ally

bl~.i{.oCk~~·~ztthe

space station and it will be

refueled and resupplied by the shuttle (~m69-6332).

Its extensive maneuver capabili tr

liill penuit a wide variety of activities to be carried out from the space
the space station to the orbits in which they will actually operate
The tug \'1i11 also be employed for satellite maintenance and repair.

Essentially the same vehicle can be used in lunar and planetary activities.
With the addition of landing gear it can carry passengers and CB;rgo benveen a
space station in lmar orbit and the moon's surface.
an autorrated spacecraft on a planetary mission.

The tug can also launch

After reaching ti1e desired

trajectory, the tug would separate fro:n the spacecraft and return to earth
orbi t, where it ,...o uld be refueled and used again (i'vffi.69-6361).
Propellants for resupply of the' space tug will be carried to the earthorbital station by the space shuttle.

The tug itself will pe carried into
i

orbit by a Saturn V launch vehicle.

I

Initial design studies indicate that one

Saturn V launch Hill be able to carry one space station module and several
space tugs into low earth orbit.
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D. Teclmological
Challenges
• =.,..
• ...
.;
In the design of the space station, space shuttle and space tug, several
areas have emerged in \vhich inventive and creative new technological approaches
would be most useful.

It

seen~

appropriate, therefore, to invite members of

the AIM to turn their attention to these problems and to develop approaches
that will emlance the performance of these vehicles or reduce tile effort and
time to bring them to operational status.
It appears that the technological challenges in these vehicles are in
five

nk~jor

areas.

Because of their long lifetime requirement, the space

station and space shuttle depend on the availability of
that are easily waintained or replaced.

long~life

subsystems

In addition, the space shuttle's

requirements of quick turnaround and repeated flight through tile

atn~sphere

pose challenges in the areas of materials and propulsion. And for all of these
new vehicles the areas of data processing and displays and controls pose both
challenges and opportunities.
The Apollo Applications Dry Workshop lvill support the space station
effort with experience in long-duration flight and longer lifetime subsystems.
For the space shuttle, work is needed in thermal protection materials and
concepts, including refractory metals and super-alloys, non-metallic and
non-ablative materials and related thermal problems.

TIle aerodynamic challenge

is being attacked in straightfon'lard fashion, through comprehensive testing
and evaluation of candidate configurations. The principal challenge in the
development of the engines for propulsion appears to be the long lead time
required for engine development.

Thus, an early initiation of effort is

required to overcome this challenge.
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The most significant technological challenge, I believe, is in data
processing for checkout as 'iell as on-board information storage and retrieval
for spacecraft controls.

This is true because of the opporutnities presented

by recent developments in electronics.

An estimated 20,000 persons are now

directly involved in the checkout and launch of the Apollo-Saturn V space
vehicle from Cape Kennedy.

As 'ie introduce these nffiv systems in the 1970s,

we need to achieve a stage in which space flight operation is comparable to
that of corrmercial aviation.

A jet airliner, for example, takes off ''lith

fe.. .e r than ten people in air traffic control and about three times that nUJl'her
in the "turn-around" cre,.,.

.

Both on the ground and in the Apollo spacecraft, nuch of this present
manpoder requireIT£nt is for checking to verify that all of tile complex systems
and

sub~y?te~jn'e

in proper ''lorkingonler. _,_J<~Cel)t developments in large

scale integrated circuits give us the opportunity to move this complexity
down'Vlard from the system to the subsystem level.
-Such a change in design concepts would not only simplify checkout,- iauncl;,
operations, recovery and tum-around, making the total operation more manage
able.

It 'iould also assign responsibility clearly to the designer of the'

subsystem or black box, instead of the present effort to hold the system
engineer responsible for making every part and component work.

By delegating

responsibility to the black-box level, I believe we can establish a single
point of responsibility for the successful operation of each subsystem in the
person of the designer.
The present state of microminiaturization technology makes it possible to
build enough logic and enough multiple redundancy into all of our subsystems
and black boxes So that they can assume responsibility for their
and checkout.

O\~n

,.;:;:lfare

In essence, we are asking them to fail gracefully--just as a

2'1

living organism usually dies gracefully rather than suddenly.

When our

designs reach that stage, we should never again have to worry about whether
it will be necessary to abort a mission because of a black box failure.
Thirty years ago, a five-prong connector was considered rather complex.
The eight-prong connector

liaS

a great step fonvard.

Not., we have progressed to

the stage at which 800 wires go through a single connector.

\~y?

Because

every designer seems to want to get everything possible into his subsystem and
to bring out all possible

inforn~tion.

A major breakthrough is possible if we adopt the principle that any
black box we design should not have more than six wires going into and out of
. it.

The six wires could be alloC<'lted as follows:
The first wire would provide an evaluation of all of the status infor

mation from inside the black box and report out one of three things--"! am "le11,tt
or "lam sick," or "I am about to get sick."
The second \Vire would carry all input signals into the black box.
The third would carry the output responses from the black box.
The fourth and fifth wires 'vould be used for a standard lID-volt, 400
cycle power supply.
The sixth wire would be a spare -- that might be employed for some use
that develops during the design process.
The six-wire

concept will provide another benefit besides simplicity.

Considerable weight savings will alsoresult.
Of course, this concept does not apply only to electronic black boxes.
An engine, an actuator, an oxygen supply or a docking probe can also be

considered a black box.

Enough l,ogic can be built into any subsystem or part

so that the pilot \1i11

knO'l\'

It should have its

internal set of instrumental and control logic and

Oh'Il

in advance \\rhether it \'lill operate satisfactorily.
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ought to be able to obtain all of its internal pOvJer from the external pO\.;er
supply without having any additional inter-connection and wires.

The same

six-l'lire limit ought to apply to any connector in the vehicle.
The developnent that makes this possible is that of large-scale inte
grated circuits with memory capacities of 1,250 bits or more per circuit.
These permit us to build a small programmable general purpose computer l..;ith
volume of about a cubic inch.

These provide the means to produce standardized

modulators and democh.tlators l..;ith data bus capacity of 1.5 million bits per
second at' this time, which can be added in such a way that a
single bus may be used to interconnect the complete set of subsystems in the
vehicle.

This technology also."penft'it;swc'the development of standardized

monitoring circuits to take

the·'ti~.i:t'i'Ci..linternal

measurements describing

the health of the black box, comparing these with red-line limits and
performing the logical checks that will provide the "l'lell, sick, dead"
status of the black box and the central computer.
We find a similar opportunity in the display and control system in the
cabin.

In its original design. the Apollo spacecraft had a great deal of

free surface, providing adequate room for all of tile things the pilots desire.
But as the development proceeded, all tile available surface was filled with
switches and gauges~

It is

l1CM

a major task for the crel"; just to flip the

switches and clleck the gauges to change from the launch mode to the orbit mode
or to any other cockpit configuration.

The Apollo spacecraft has about five

times as many s\..;i tches and instruments as the cabin of a . jet airliner, and
"'

in addition about 2,000 persons are directly involved in ground support

of the cockpit and mission configuration at the Mission Control Center in Houston.

i

In these new space vehicles we have an opportunity to provide the cret'l
\-lith controls and displays that focus attention on the questions that really
matter; A fet'l years agO, every ffiltomobile dashboard had an engine oil pressure
gauge.

NO\vadays, the dashboard has only a red light that flashes on when the
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oil pressure drops too low.

The challenge in safe, efficient operation of

these space vehicles is to apply this lesson in simplicity augmented by an
internal logic understanding to the ,cockpit displays and controls.
Here we can benefit from computer tecimology. An ideal use of the
digital computer is to throw switches. It is a relatively simple task for
an on-board computer to flip the hundreds of switches according to a preset
but pilot-controlled program and at the same time to verify that they are
"

actually in the proper position.

This latter task is done today.

However,

it is now done on the ground, rather than on board the spacecraft.

By

moving .this function from the ground to the spacecraft, we can relieve the
ground workload and greatly simplify the cabin and on-board operations.
One can envisage a command panel that contains three cathode-ray
displays, one digital input-output circuit (such as the DSl\.'Y in Apollo)
and a single on-off slvitch for the computer.

1\vo of the cathode-ray displays

lvould be used for attitude information, one for navigation and one for
attitude control.

These would operate interchangeably.

Thus if one

should fail, all information could be obtained from the other.
third \vould display the status of spacecraft systems.

The

Such dependence on the

reliability and long life of cathode-ray tubes is justified-Has we have ?ll
learned in our home 'IV sets.
With such controls and displays, the space pilot could use the DSKY
to select specific indicators, move switches and call for details of system
and subsystem status when needed. -Recent developments in aviation electronics
have made it possible to supplement the out-the-lvindow observation with .
,electronic displays of such matters as attitude, attitude rates, descent rate,
. actual versus intended flight path and even a perspective of the rumvay.
appears practicable to employ comparable electronics in space flight for
such lnaneuvers as rendezvous and docking and perhaps even for landings on
another ce les tial body.

The monitor on the second cathode ray tube J mean

while, would display longer-term navigation and flight-plan information.

It
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The status tube \'lould be used before launch for checkout and during
flight to keep the crew informed of system condition.
would flash an alarm.
less urgent manner.

In emergency, it

Less serious malfunctions would be indicated in a
Indicated on the tube would be not Ollly the nature of

the problem but also the recommended action and the pertinent portion of
the mission rules.

In all such cases , the crew could usc the DSKY to summon·

up a display of further details of the problem and any of the options for

action.

As complexity moves back into the subsystems and tlle displays and the
switches become self checking and pilot oriented, the space vehicles can
become independent of the ground.

The costs of ground operations can be

further reduced by. giving the spacecraft the ability to conmunicate directly
through comt1Ul1ications satellites for flight information and identification
in nuch the same \'lay that airliners are contl'olled today.

By 1980 t the progress achieved under this plan ''lill permit the merger
of manned and automated activities in earth orbit
portation system.

through a single trans

In the 1980s, the buildup of the space base can provfde

for the transfer to earth orbit of many activities now carried out on the
ground.
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III.

ACnVITIES

O:~ A~n

ARO(JND THE iKY-N

1110 general goal of ILL'1ar oxplora tion

is to e:x-plore and utilize for

the beneHt of man a new Horld with a dia1l1cter of 2,160 miles and a surface
1~'1e ".vork to'i'lard this goal is I in three

area of 14.66 million square JT:i les.
broad categorics.

11le first is to understand the mon in toms of its origin and evolu

tion, to search its surface for evidence related to the origin of life, and·
to apply comparisons of the moon and the earth to the reasonable prediction
of dynamic processes th<lt shape our planet.
TIle second is to develop the technology essential for a continued
program that ,dll pernit the effective utiliz:::ttion of the moon.
1110 thi nJ broad category is the extens ion of Ji'an' s domain to include
the moon.

111is includes detcn:linirw:_whether
indiQC1;OUS
materials can be er'!Dloved
.....
.r
.1..

to reduce delJendcnce on transportation from earth, conducting tests and
engineering operations to evaluate the use of the Iliaon as a platfoTI:1 for
astronomical and biological studies especially suited to the envirom:ent,

and establis!ling the capability

[11m

to live and fl.mction for extended

periods in the lunar environment.
'TIle lunar program for the 1970's as shmm in Pigure (3.3) is in three

phases.

The first consists of about three flights a year of basic Apollo

equipment and Apollo equipr.lent modified slightly.

The second phase be

. wi th the establishment of a space station in a lunar po1or orbit, from
whic11 it will be possible to descend to the surface for stays
14 days at any poi);t on t'le
of the decade

~I"i th

P10011.

1~lC

the initiation of

third ph::tsc be

up to

aroLL'ld the end

bui 1du:;J of a semi -pernanem t or

,;
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pemanent lunar statiO:il.
TIle basic Apollo spacecraft and portab1e life support system pem.i t
tHO eX1101'ers
to rerrain on the moon t 5 surface ahout
..
about the surface for several hours.

2.

day and to lmlk

111e improved Apollo equipr.,ent, to be

introduced in the latter half of this first p:1CtSe, \..rill pelii1i t thef!1 to
remain almost three days [md id1l provide Si9)lificantly greater

basic walking mobility

on t}1e lunar surf8.ce.

1'rith the

improved eCluirmlent it will be possible to begin the e;"1)]o1':1tion of lunar
highlands, major craters and rilles.

. Inthis

period~

mobility will be futher

increased through use of a small r.13lmed rover (Figure _ _ _...:).
or all of the flights in this··'

On most

phase, Sflnll)les iv1.11'he rotuTIled to

earth for analysis and instrunonts idl1 be emplaced to record moonqua}:cs
and nlake other measurements automatically after the explorers
depart.

In adeli tio11, remote sensing and rr:a'i111inr, of the moon wil] be

carried out from tho Allollo conllll;:t:lCl module in lunar o1'hi t.
The integrated plan calls for a space station llDdule to be established in a
polar lunar orbit in the second half of the decade (HR69-6355).

This

station will provide a highly stable, safe, and flexible operations base.
Essentially it is a mobile logistics base just 60 miles
point on .the lunar surface. From it, forays of 14 to 28 days to interesting surface
sites will search for indigenous resources and potential base sites and
obtain samples for analysis in the lunar orbital space base.

l-Iobility on

the surface liill be enhanced by the use of a roving surface vehicle.

In

tile station itself, the sensing and mapping of the moon will be completed
and various instnlments including a radio telescope will be enployed for
sen3i tive astro:1c!ilica.l 11'-.!!2.sureJl1ents fl'Om the area of elt;ctrorr.agnetic silence
behind the moon.
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The third phase will initiate the buildup of a lunar surface base,
perhaps in the last year or so of the decade.
in-depth

eA~loration

Planned activities include

of the neighboring area, deep drilling to obtain

samples that give undisputed evidence of the moon's early history, deploy
ment of large telescopes and other astronomical instruments, and a beginning
of the use of lunar resources.
The transportation system that will make possible these more
economical lunar operations will use tile space tug and space shuttle but
will add one additional ilew vehicle, the nuclear shuttle.

The space tug

will be adapted for lunar landings by the addition of lrulding gear like
that on the descent stage of the Apollo lunar JOCldule CMR69-633Q).

lhe

lunar version of the space tug \yil! be employed on a reusable basis betlveen
the space station in lunar polar orbit ruld points on the surface.

Its

gross weight will be about 80,000 pounds.

It will be able to deliver substantial

payloads on both legs of this rotmd trip.

For example, if it carried

27,000 pounds of cargo and passengers to the surface, it could return
7,000 pounds to lunar orbit.

This is the same space tug that is p1aJUled

to go into operation in 1976 a little before the beginning of the second
phase of ltmar activities in tile second half of the decade.

As noted in

the previous section, the space tug '.. .i11 also be employed for major
servicing operations in earth orbit.
The nel.. . vehicle will be a reusable nuclear-propelled shuttle for
use between earth orbit and lunar orbit (MR69-632S).

1his vehicle, to be

introduced in the latter years of the decade in time to support the lunar
station, will have a carrying capacity of at least 40,000 pounds
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on the rotmd trip betlveen low earth orbit and ltmar orbit or more
than lOOtOOO potmds to ltmar orbit when returning empty.

A !Wo

stage configuration of the Saturn V \olill latmch the nuclear shuttle
into orbit .. Six flights of the earth-to-earth orbit shuttle will

-

deliver the liquid hydrogen fuel for the nuclear shuttle.

This

shuttle 'vill also provide a relatively economical means of trans
portation between low earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit.
Thus by the end of the decade (Figure

) the integrated plan

provides for a fully reusable transportation system between earth and
moon.

The space shuttle will carry passengers and cargo to the space

station in 1mV' earth orbit.

There they will transfer to the nuclear

shuttle for flights to other stations either in geosynchronous orbit
or in ltmar polar orbit.

Space tugs will be located at each station

to carlY automated spacecraft into other orbits, for flights to
service and repair automated equipment and to retrieve equipment, film
and "hard-copy" infonnation for return to earth.

The space tug at

the lunar orbit station \v-ill also be employed for transportation to·
any point on the ltmar surface and back to the station.
Large supplies of propellants and other consumables will be stored
in depots at each space station.

The space shuttle and the nuclear

shuttle will fly on regular schedules.

Their available carrying capacity

in excess of that required for passengers and equiplnent will always
-.-~-~-

be filled with propellants and other consumables.

Thus it

will be possible by the end of the 1970s to begin the bulldup of a

."
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permanent base on the moon. Ttle initial element of such a base could
conceivably be a space station module lowered to the surface by an expendable
space tug (l-1R69-6356).
At this time, it will be feasible to contemplate the beginning
of transportation to the moon of persons without specialized flight
"

training. As in the earth-orbital station, these will lllclude scientists,
engineers, technicians, flight control personnel and eventually journalists,
television crews and "ordinary" visitors.
The program of activities on and around the moon will make essential
contributions to the readiness to undertake manned flights to tile planets.
The operations in lunar orbit and on the surface will provide necessary
experience

inoperat~g

distance from the earth.

in the neighborhood of another celestial body at a
In addition, the flight hardl'lare developed for

lunar activities in the 19705 is directly applicable to the planetary flights
of the 1980s.
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IV.

EXPLORATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

TIle general goal of solar system exploration is to understand the
origin and evolution of the solar system, the origin and evolution of
life, and the dynamic processes that shape man's earthly environment.
Within the efforts toward this general goal are five major categories
of activity devoted to planetary exploration.
The first is the determination of the environment, atmospheric
properties, sm'face characteristics and body properties of each planet,
the planet's relationships with the sun, and its dynamic processes.
The second is the detennination of whether life exists elsewhere
in the solar system, whether it might have existed but no longer does,
lvhether conditions 8l1)11vhel'e are sui table for the development of life,
and if not, why not.

If life forms are found, they will need to be categorized

and compared to those on earth.
The third area is the comparison of the physical, biological and
other characteristics of the various objects in the solar system, in·
cluding planets and their satellites, comets and asteroids.
The fourth is the search for evidence of as yet undiscovered
objects in the solar system and the determination of its true extent.
The final category is the utilization of the capabilities of man
in the exploration of the planets.

During the 1970s, much of the

preparation for this activity win be carried out within the earth
orbital and lunar programs.
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The basic NASA planetary program of the 1970s is made up of
automated flights

Figure (3.5).

The program comprises three major

segments, Mars f Venus, and the outer planets, but there are provisions
for individual missions to .Mercury, the asteroid belt, and comets.
The Nars plan is based on the Mariner IV flyby ,of 1965 and the
~furiner

VI and VIr flybys of 1969.

The principal next steps are

spacecraft in Mars orbit in 1971, a soft landing in 1973, and orbital
survey missions and a surface rover in the latter years of the decade.
The Venus plan is based on the Mariner II flyby of 1962 and the
~mriner V flyby of 1967.

'fhe principal next steps are

a Venus

orbiter planned for 1975 and Venus atmospheric probes and an orbital
survey mission in the latter years of the decade.
The plan for the outer planets consists of two flights to
Jupiter in 1972-74 and missions in the latter half of tile decade that
take advantage of the positions of the planets to fly past more than
one on a single massion.

The positions provide opportunities for a

1977 launch to Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto, and a 1979 launch to
Jupi tel', Uranus, and Neptune.
This automated planetary exploration program, combined wi th the
earth-orbital and lunar manned flight activities of the decade, should
provide sufficient experience

and design data to keep

to proceed into manned planetary flights in the 1980s.

open the option
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The additional major hardliare development required for a
manned :Mars landing mission is the Mars exrursion module (MRP69-629l).
This vehicle would carry three to six explorers to the surface of
Mars for a period of up to 60 days and would return them to a space
station in Mars orbit (.MRP69-6l6S).
As presently conceived. the Mars excursion module would be shaped

sOJOOlihat like the Apollo command module. but with a base diameter of
about 30 feet and a mnss of about 95,000 pounds at the time of departure
from the space station in Mars orbit.,
It would consist of
would house the crew

ascen:';:~~i.!1.·4eg~ent

dur~ng

stages.

The ascent stage

atmospheric entry. descent. landing and

ascent. and would have a fl,ight control cockpit t ascent engines and
propellant tanks.

Tne descent stage would contain crCl.,r living

quarters and laboratory. and a small nr.-tjmed rO:ITer that l.,rould carry
two men and equipment up to a distance of ten or more miles on the
surface and then return him to the module.

It would also have a

descent engine. propellant tanks t landing gear and an outer heat
shield for the aerodynamic entry phase of the descent.
Other items of

harro~are

required for the manned planetary mission

are those employed for the earth orbital and lunar programs:

the earth

orbital space shuttle, the space station, the space tug and the nuclear
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shuttle.

In addition,

t.~c

Saturn V launch vehicle would be used to place

nuclear shuttles and space station modules in orbit.
As an illustration of the potential of this approach, we did a study

of the earliest possible manned Mars landing mission (MRP69-6l56).

On such

a mission, the space vehicle would depart earth orbit on November 12, 1981,
arrive in Mars orbit on August 9 p J982.

and

In October, 1982, the expedition would

leave for home, arriving on August 14, 1983.

The space shuttle and the

Saturn V ,."ould be employed to launch the various units of the Mars vehicle
in earth orbit, where they_ ";Quld be assembled VIRP69-6l72).
analysis of mission

probleI~

The latest

indicates that it would be desirable to launch
. "",

two complete space vehicles ont:h.i:.,,;fl1"st Hars expedition.

Each would

carry six persons, but each would have the capability of supporting all ove1ve
if necessary (MRP69-6l57).

A space station module would be employed as the

mission module (living and working

qt~rters)

for each Mars vehicle.

Each spacecraft departs from the e('ct'th-orbital station with
three nuclear shuttles (MRP69 6158).
u

Two of the three shuttles would

carry the total vehicle into its trajectory for Mars.
use

Then these 0"0 would

their remaining fuel for return to the earth-orbital station for

refueling.

The third nuclear shuttle of each vehicle would provide

ve10cities for insertion into and escape from Mars orbit and final braking
into earth orbit.
Each space vehicle ":ould carrY six sterile automated Mars surface
sample return probes.

These probes would be sent to the surface for

investigation of the potential biological llazards prior to the final
I

decision to conma t to a manned landing.

The probes would land, collect and

return samples to the r.lars orbital space station
and the demonstration that it

~s

rOT

@1<:'llysis.

After analysis

safe for men to land, the Mars excursion module
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would

carT)~

three of the explorers to the surface at a carenllly selected

site while the other members of the party remain in Mars orbit (MRP69-6l64).
On the surface, they would obtain sa.rrples for return to earth as \'lell as

for in-fliWlt analysis

(~ffiP69-6l63).

1he third nuclear shuttle would be employed for midcourse corrections,
capture into Mars orbit and 'Mars escape in. the same fashion that the
service module propulsion system fills this function on an Apollo
lunar mission.

In addition, the nuclear shuttle would be employed

for de-boost into a very highly elliptical earth orbit at the con*
elusion of the Mars mission.
At this stage, the vehicle \vould be met by a freshly refueled
nuclea.r shuttle that lt/ouldbring it down to a low earth orbit.

If

quarantine \.,rere required, this could .be carried out at the space
station in earth orbit.

The space shuttle would then

carry the explorers on the final leg of the journey home.

The positions of the planets in 1981 would permit a sl'lingby
past Venus on the flight back from Mars. .Radar mapping would be con
ducted to penetrate the dense Venus atmosphere.

In addition, each

space vehicle would carry two aUtomated Venus probes.

This mission would

,
I
i
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last 640 days and would consist of a 300-day flight from earth to Mars,
&1

SO-day stay at the planet, and a 300-day flight back to earth.
It is interesting to note that if lve carry out the programs previously

described for. earth-orbital and lunar activities, we would not have to make
a decision until 1974 to undertake this first planetary expedition.

We can

at that time decide to develop the Hars excursion module,l",hich is the first
decision peculiar to the

~1,:11'S

landing mission.

This plan provides that a considerable amount of equipment would
remain at Mars, both in orbit and on the surface.

This equipment could

continue to obtain inforwation automatically after the departure of the
first exploration party and could also be reused by later expeditions.
1ne program envisages revisit missions in 1983 and 1986.

If all goes

well on the 1986 fliW1t, some of the party might remain at Mars, to begin
the

establislliT~nt

of the first human colony on a distant planet.

Figure (3.4)
planetary programs.

shows an integrated schedule of iunar and inter
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V.

CAPABILITY DEVEIDPED

This integrated program \"ould provide the capabiljtY,to greatly
increase the

per~dollar

the end of the decade.

output of United States space activities by
The introduction of the spr'-ce shuttle mi.:hvay

in the decade is expected to reduce operational costs by more than an order of

magnitude.

TIle price of delivering a pound of payload to orbit

and back to earth will drop from the present $1,000 to about $50.
As the usage of this vehicle increases, costs will declinefurther-
probably to $20 or less by the end of the decade.

At the same time,

major reductions can be achieved in the cost of space flight equipment,
Later in the decade, the introduction of the nuclear shuttle
.and the space tug would bring about comparable reductions in the
cost of transportation to

s~lchronous

orbits, to lunar orbit and

to the surface of the moon.
The establishment of stations in earth orbit, lunar orbit and
the moon's surface will permit a considerable expansion of the scope
of space activities and a steady increase in the numbers of and the
distances traveled by passengers.

Amng these \"ill be scientists,

tec1micians, administrators and others selected in accordance with
criteria similar to those now used for travel to A.ltarctica.
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The activities in earth orbit ,Hll nleet the needs of the space
science, appl icat ions. and technology prograT:ls, and \iill provide
detailed inform.a.tion on the capability of Ilk'1n to live and work
effectively and to make optimwll use of machines in space.

The lunar

activities will urovide a steady flow of infonnation increasin a the wlder
.

,

.

standing of the 11100n and tecJmology and e).l1erience

lea~ ing

0.

to the

extension of man's domain to the moon 'vith the establishment of a
surface base by the end of the decade.

The automated planetalY flight

program and the maImed activities closer to earth will prepare the
way for maImed planetary exploration, which can begin as early as 1981.
One further benefit should also be mentioned.
introduction of the elements of a

1m~-cost

The step-by-step

transportation

£lexib11ity to respond to technological deve10pments~

retain~

great

For example, if

an entirely new means of propulsion--such as fusion--should become tech
nologically feasible, we could employ the space shuttle and the space
station to transport elements of the system into earth orbit and assemble
experimental vehicles there.
The capability achieved in this plan will be achie,:,ed \iith five major vehie 1~
development programs--the space shuttle. the space station, the space tug,
the nuclear shuttle and the ~!cl.rS excursion nodule.

Nith this capability,

the thlited States \'li11 have continued ~o advance in the ability to undertake
nel1 programs in the future and \iill have strength in reserve should it
be required in support of the national security. Figure (MR69-6322)
indicates the ran~e of space science and technolOgy programs after 1930.
A.

Cost Recluctiqn

The guiding principle LTl the fornulation of this progrcUTI has been
to expand the nation's space enterprises and accomplishncnts Manyfold
without a corresponding increase in the cost.
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Reusable transportation vehicles and spacecraft
will be used as much as possible, so that their
development, acquisition, and integration costs
can be' spread over long service lifetimes;

TllUS

the u'1it costs of transportation and space
experiments will, be minimized.
The number of different vehicles employed in the
program operations Hill be minimized, so that non
recurring costs will be held to the

10\~est

possible

levels.
Operating costs "'ill be minimized by the use of
autonomous mamlell spacecraft and autol'1ated support
systems.
lYe ";i11 take advantage of the JTlaJIDed facilities
provided in space so that ambitious science, applications,
and technology experiment programs can be conducted at costs
equivalent to the equipl'1Cllt acquisition costs of grmmd
based laboratories.

These facilities ",ill also serve

as operational bases for maintaining long-lived unmanned
satellites, for lunar flights, and for launching of
unmanned interplanetary vehicles.
The effccth'cness of space operations will be improved
because the cor:u1:>ined use of manned and urunanned system.'':;
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will a11O\.; activities to be perfonned under hetter
conditions, thus the integration of programs \dll
.'

eliminate duplication.
Figure

(~ffiP69-630l)

depicts tile re-use and commonality in tilese oper

ations •..
B.

Science, App.licatio!l..?_ and Technology Results

This space program of integrated vehicle developments and .flight
activities \\'ill expand the national space flig:lt capability and apply it
effectively to:
Expanded scientific and technological experiment programs
in astronomy, physics, the life sciences, the engineering
disciplines :'.and technologies.
Expanded lunar exploration.
Expanding eA'Ploration of tile solar system.
Beneficial applications in the areas of eartil surveys,
meteorology, communications, navigation and traffic control.
Useful long duration, autonomous automated and manned space
flight operations.

This program capitalizes on tile experience developed in tile 1960s.
The fraction of the total space progrrun cost needed for developing reusable
vehicles in the next decade will be smaller than was the fraction required
I

for creating the basic capability of the 1960s.
nuch greater percentage of

In

the i~tegrated plan a

tile NASA budget will be devoted to research and

.'
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to science, applications and teclmology payloads than wa-<; the case up to
now.

As illustrated (MR69-6574)

t

this total varied between 18 and 28 percent

in the 19605 and would rise from its present 24 percent to about 41 percent

during the 19705.

.'
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VI.

PROGRAM SEQUENCE Al'ID

cosr

The following is a listing of the principal milestones of this
program:
1971 Apollo hmar flight with improved equipment
Mars orbit mission (i'lariner)
1972 Apollo Applications Workshop
Apollo Applications Solar Astronomy mission
Automated earth resources test satellite
Materials processing experiments
1973 Mars soft landing (Viking)
Mercury/Venus flyby
1974 H:mncd astronomy mission (Apollo Applications Workc;hop)
Direct broadcast satellite
Civil navigation and traffic control satellite
1975 Space Shuttle t'est flight
Space Station module test flight
Space Tug test

f1i~~t

Venus orhiter
1976 Space Station module in !tmar orhit
14-day lunar surface forays using Space Tug

.\
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1977 [·lultiple planet tour of Jupiter, Satum, and Pluto
Space Shuttle operational
1978 Jupiter orbit
:Nuc1ear Shuttle flight
1979 Space Station m::>dule in synchronous orbit
Lunar station
Mlltiple planet tour of Jupiter, Uranus and Neptlme
·Ma.rs excursion module test flight

The estimated cost of this program for tlle 1970 decade is comparable
to that of the program carried out in the decade of the 1960s.

The

re1ation.<;hip of the space budget to the projected U.S. gross national
product is depicted in Figure (MPR69-6175).

One can see that this ambitious

program requires a smaller part of our resources to implement.

(1nese

projected estimates are of course in constant dollars, and do not reflect
any inflation that may take place. )
In summary, this integrated program reflects a ne,.,. basic strategy
adopted in response to opportunities to greatly increase the rate of program
output per dollar through substantial reductions in costs.

This strategy

places increased emphasis on scientific experiments, on practical appli
cations and on the exploration of the solar system.
In earth orbit, the program provides for the merger of maImed and
autom3.ted activities by the end of the decade and the

achieve:~1cnt

of
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economies that will permit activities tllere at costs comparable to those
of aircraft-based scientific programs or tilose programs based in relatively

inaccessible areas of tile earth's surface.

Passengers in earth orbit will

include scientists. technicians. poets and others who can contribute to the
effectiveness of the activities under way_
The plan provides for a f1.111y reusable transportation system bctl';een
the earth and the moon, ,·!ith

way

stations in earth orbit and llmar orbit

and the beginning of a pennJ'll1ent base on the moon.

It lv-ill he feasible by

the end of the decade to begin the transportation of scientists and other
passengers to the moon.
The automated planetary program of the decade, combined with
extensive manned flight e:x.·perience in earth orbit and to the moon,
,.,rill provide the basis on which to proceed into manned planetar}' flights

in the 1980's.
The program for the 1970's can be accomplished at a cost comparable
to the investment. in the NASA program of the 1960 t S.
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